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MEDIA EDUCATION CONNECTION

Media Education Connection for the Fall of 2021 was about collaborating and educating

Union City Jr-Sr. high school students in the world of media. We worked with them to create

a small series of documentaries for the town of Union City, which will be used to help

promote their new multipurpose space, Vision Corner. Our TCOM 487 class, taught by Ben

Strack, researched, reached out, and recorded small documentaries about small businesses

and organizations in Union City, all while teaching and mentoring younger students of Union

City's KISS TV. We focused greatly on the history of the town and the impact its spaces have

had on its community. Splitting up into groups, our class took a group of Union City students

and taught them about the film equipment and showed them the process of shooting an

interview. One day, a small group of them visited Ball State and got to see how we do things

on our home-base. Not only was this immersive about teaching and inspiring students and

helping them learn, but it was also about strengthening our professionalism skills with

clients, learning from one another, and creating a final product meant to bring together a

community of people.

Instructors: Benjamin Strack and Mike Spillman, Department of Media

 
TCOM 487

Credits

Ben Strack, Mike Spillman, Jon Goodman, Sara Deboer, Jayana Fennell, Jason Franks,

Brenna Haley, Jamie Howell, Erika Koepfer, Jonathan Le, Kaitlyn Magana, Madeline

Rambissoon, Morgan Silhavy, David Walcott, Logan Wood
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interview---behind-the

Ben, the professor for the TCOM 487 class, is shown setting

up the monitor for the KISS TV shoot.

Jason shot b-roll of the high school while the interview was

being set up, as we had the whole class shooting this.

While we set up the interview, the high schoolers observed us

so that they could get a feel of what a real interview set up

looks like.

BSU Students and KISS TV Students Watching Interview

This upcoming year is KISS TV's 50th anniversary, which is

one of the mini documentaries being made. We interviewed

the teacher and a student from their program, while the rest

of the KISS TV class watched us set up the equipment and

film.

Art Depot Video - Behind the Scenes →
Kiss TV Interview - Behind the Scenes
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BSU Students and KISS TV Students Watching Interview

Prof. Ben Strack Setting Up the Monitor

Jason Franks Shooting KISS TV B-roll

Behind the Scenes of KISS TV Interview

Dublin Core

Title

KISS TV Interview Behind the Scenes

Description

This upcoming year is KISS TV's 50th anniversary, which is one of the mini documentaries

being made. We interviewed the teacher and a student from their program, while the rest of

the KISS TV class watched us set up the equipment and film.
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Maddie was one of our camera operators for this shoot and

spent time setting up the camera and the lights

Morgan was the Director of Photography (DP) for this shoot

and set up the main camera. In this photo, she is setting up

the shot with one of the Union City students as a fill in for

focus.

Erika was the producer for this shoot and worked closely with

the employees of the Art Depot to set up this interview. She

handled all communications with the Art Depot and ran the

shoot.

Brenna was in charge of audio for this shoot. In this photo,

we can see her wrapping the cord around the Boom stand.

The Art Depot is an old train station converted into an art

exhibit space. The current owner sat down in an interview

with us to explain the history of the building and the kind of

art pieces shown there.
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Art Depot Behind the Scenes
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Description

The Art Depot is an old train station converted into an art exhibit space. The current owner

sat down in an interview with us to explain the history of the building and the kind of art

pieces shown there.
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Second Visit to Union City (Vision Corner)
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visit-to-union-city--vi

Jamie walked around downtown Union City and filmed small

businesses, as well as shots of Vision Corner. She had two

students following her around and filming along with her.

Outside of Vision Corner

Union City Students Receiving Free Swag

On our second visit to Union City, we started at the under

construction Vision Corner building to get b-roll of the

outside and downtown bsuinesses. AT the same time, a small

group went to film b-roll of the outside of the Art Depot. We

were able to shoot small videos for social media describing

how equipment and roles worked. Later that day, we went to

the high school and had small "booths" that the students

visited. At these booths, we each talked about a different

aspect of the film industry. Some showed how to edit, create

a story, set up a camera, set up lights, etc. At the end of the

day, we got to talk about our experiences in film and gave the

students some free swag.

Logan explains how one of our panel lights work for the

Union City students.
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KISS TV Visits Ball State University
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visits-ball-state-univ

KISS TV students were given the opportunity to visit Ball

State and see everything there is to know about the Media

Department. They got to tour the WIPB studios, the sound

booths with Stan Sollars, the UMS with Terry Hiefitz, and

many more!
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Title

KISS TV Visits Ball State University

Description

KISS TV students were given the opportunity to visit Ball State and see everything there is to

know about the Media Department. They got to tour the WIPB studios, the sound booths

with Stan Sollars, the UMS with Terry Hiefitz, and many more!
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Behind the Scenes Video
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the-scenes-video

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/A-OSuaXy_Ok

← KISS TV Visits Ball State University

Behind the Scenes Video

Media Education Connection

Kiss TV Interview - Behind the Scenes

Art Depot Video - Behind the Scenes

Second Visit to Union City (Vision Corner)

KISS TV Visits Ball State University

Behind the Scenes Video
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